NORTH SUFFOLK
Primary leadership award
Year 5 & 6
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This award can be completed and recorded for any number of children in Yr. 5/6. We have designed this resource to enable pupils to engage
with leadership roles linked to the North Suffolk Virtual School Games offer. Once complete, please fill out the attached recording
spreadsheet and attach evidence of the pupils completing the award.

SchOOl:

NamE:

To achieve this award, pupils must complete the following
1. EQUIPMENT MANAGER - Help your teacher set up one of the ‘Competition
Challenges’. This might involve setting up equipment, helping to organise score sheets,
organising pens/pencils, stopwatches for recording times etc.
2. COACH - Explain and demonstrate to the competitors one or more of the ‘Competition
Challenges’. Talk them through how the challenge will work, what they need
to do and any coaching hints or tips. Also think about what not to do (e.g. ‘do not step
over the line’). Once you have carefully explained the challenge, demonstrate it to the
group.
3. SCORE KEEPER - Measure and record the scores/times for one of the ‘Competition
Challenges’ and pass them on accurately, work closely with the leader to measure the
scores.
4. EVENT ORGANISER - Combine all of the leadership skills you have demonstrated.
Oversee one of the ‘Competition Challenges’, making sure that; the equipment is set
out properly, the participants understand the challenge, a demonstration has been
carried out, and that scores are recorded. You could also oversee the other leaders on
the station, making sure that they measure and record the score correctly.
On completion of the above, you will receive a certificate in celebration of your
achievement!
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ends a Helping Hand
ncourages Others

lways Listens
oes the Right Thing

nthusiastic Always
espect Others

